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Ready to rule the galaxy with an iron fist? The Dread Pack's your ticket straight to the top:

Dread Battleship (x4) - The massive, cutting edge Dread Battleship truly lives up to its name and is a true force to be reckoned
with.

2000 Coins - Providing you with the ability to build upon your base assets with the latest tech and resources. Bonus Gold will
really help you make your mark in the sector.

Bonus consumable equipment credits:

- Echo Ray II (x10)
- Energy Resistor III (x4)
- Diffuser Shield II (x4)

- Zynthium IV (x8)
- Focused Optics III (x4)
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I wasn't sure to buy this game. I looked only on pictures at the shop page and i thought it may be interesting.
I bought it and what? I got a amazing game with addictive gameplay and very interesting sometimes funny story.
Stages require from you a lot of skill and thinking.
The creators have done a very good job. I recommend it if you want to spend many hours having fun :)
Edit. Music... Amazing job.. The Final Fantasy game I've been starving for since the 16-bit days. I know the RPGMaker
graphics turn a lot of people off since a lot of unexperienced creators use it, but probably one of the best modern take on old-
school turn-based RPGs I've ever played.. Soundtrack.. God dammit, I got tricked and bought another
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile game.

P.S. - \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you for using Miyazaki references to trick me.. Super awesome, funny, cute, fast and
challenging jump n' run action!. Bought it.

Played one game. Won with 1 piece of clothing left on Kyle.

I am a strip poker god aparantly.

As much as I LOVED the original game, This DLC seems a bit.. Off?
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At this point in time, I only have a little over an hour and half in the game so it's still early but I have enjoyed it so far with the
exception of the console checkpoint only save system which I loathe expecially in something marketed as old school on a PC.
Ignoring that though so far the games has been fun.

Pros:
Combat is good.

The enemies attack at a very realistist human run which is nice and scary. Takes them no time at all to close on you.

Tense and spooky atmosphere

Interesting maps far.

Weapons seem to do the job . Head shots properly kill as they should.

Cons:
No crouch which would be nice for hiding

Can't climb which would be nice for avoiding enemies.

Checkpoint only save system with saves too far apart in places that leads to frustration in places where you take out a bunch of
enemies only to die and have to do it all over again and again. I don't like other people telling me when I can and can't save in a
SP game like the casual crowd does..

Have yet to figure out how to use health kits though I have picked up at least 4 of them. When I do pick them up I see no change
in my health so there must be somethign else I'm supposed to do. Nothing about it in the controls. Only one use key.

===============================================

A thank to the developers and to penbit in particular who told me how to use the health kits. Made a big difference, LOLOL.
Have a great day.. I paid 1.99.. for a game i was NOT expecting to look\/play anywhere near as good as this does.. the
environments are quite nice and the game play is alot of fun.. TL.. Diablo.. TQ "ish" .. loot.. quests.. its just a solid and fun
RPG.

Edit: 26 hours finished game.. i ran into no glitches or bugs myself.
Just a simple hack n slash loot em up rpg.. worth the funds imo.. MADE ME WANT TO KILL A HOMELESS MAN AFTER I
KILLED EVERYONE WITH A TACTICAL NUKE WHILE DOING A 420 DANK SCOPE. 8\/8 M8 WOULD ATE
AGAIN.. I loved the piano sound effect. Very amazing ending. 8.4\/10. THE BEST GAME EVER BETTER THEN FIFA18
AND PES89 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BEST GAME IN THE WORLD !!!!!. Relaxing, simple - nice.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4sXW5gSS6Ko. I thought i'd write this review to balance some of the other reviews that
have come before. You will read in others about many, many failings with this DLC and it's true that when it was released, it
had to be one of if not THE most disappointing effort from them in recent times.

However, as of Feb 2016, most of the major issues have now been fixed. The interior has received re-coloured seats, they're not
a good match but at least they are the same style as the real ones instead of the SWT interior we were originally given, the brake
gauges now work properly, the cab end doors have had their animation changed so they slide instead of popping out and miracle
of miracles, the MBC coach now has a floor so the equipment underneath isn't hanging in mid air!!!!!
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It's still not perfect, while doing the interior, they left in the end coach murals that were applied in the SWT days, the air hoses
don't show as being coupled up when you connect two consists together and the sounds are still the same. However, this last
point is not a deal breaker for me, they may be reused sounds but the train itself is powered by reused motors from old slamdoor
stock so it's only natural it will sound similar. I will admit to not even having ridden on one of these but I certainly have been on
the older stock that their running gear is based on and they do all sound pretty similar.

Overall though, no southern region layout is complete without these distinctive units and if you wait for one of the very frequent
sales. I think it's now worthy of recommendation.

It's interesting to note, that these units were not very well put together or reliable when new, it took a while for all the bugs to get
worked out by the SWT engineers. After all the bugs had been worked out however, they have gone on to be some of the most
reliable units operating in the UK today. I wonder if DTG are trying to be 'too' accurate by giving us a faulty model to start with
and then fixing it up later on? :p. The Invisible Hours is a very solid, narrative-based VR title (it is NOT a game) that is more
like a VR theatre play where you can view the story unfold from various angles and various places. There are 8 characters, one
of whom died at the start of the game, so you can follow any of the character, see them interact with other character etc. you
really have to view the plot from the perspectives of all the characters to get the whole story (which will take about 7 to 8 hours
in total). You can rewind, fast forward or pause, and there are also files and photos scattered in the area for you to collect and
learn more about the backstory of the characters.

The story is top notched, and very well written. I have silence gasps as I learn all the secrets being uncovered, the shocking
twists, and the ending is certainly a surprise.

If you love murder mystery story, and has a VR headset, you have no excuse not to get it. I highly recommend it.. Extremely fun
if a little bit short narrative game. I got it this morning, it's not yet midnight and I've finished it.

The game setting is wonderfully realized, through implicit details rather than blatant exposition. It doesn't just tell, it actually
shows - which is kind of surprising since this game is pretty much a Choose-Your-Own-Adventure gamebook spread over a
digital boardgame frame.

The artistic direction is really, really good, good enough to cleverly disguise the game's budget. Makes it seem far more
aesthetically pleasing than if the developers shot for animated models, I'm sure.

As a fan of tabletop roleplaying games, this really hit home with its narrative focus and the originality with which it redresses all
the clichés of the post-apocalypse.. Pros:
-Good story
-Interesting concept
-decent graphics
-awkward character animations

Cons:
-Story doesn't have much to do with the game itself
-Boring level design
-Often gets out of sync, which is pretty inexcusable for this type of game

6\/10
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